
Making Wealth 
Personal

private



The GSB Private team is comprised 
żľɧģǡɓƠƣōǛ÷ƷģɧĔ÷űšģƣƫɧ÷űĜɧōűĜƿƫƷƣǢɧ
professionals with over 100 years of 
ĕżůĔōűģĜɧģǡƠģƣōģűĕģɧ÷ĕƣżƫƫɧƷňģɧǴű÷űĕō÷ťɧ
services and private banking industries. 
�ƿƣɧģǡƠģƣƷōƫģɧťōģƫɧōűɧżƿƣɧ÷ĔōťōƷǢɧƷżɧľżƣĿģɧ
deep-rooted relationships with our 
ĕťōģűƷƫȽɧű÷ǛōĿ÷ƷōűĿɧƷňģōƣɧĕżůƠťģǡɧǴű÷űĕō÷ťɧ
needs and working with some of the best 
products, people and institutions in order 
to do so.

ãģɧĕżůĔōűģɧťżűĿɓƫƷ÷űĜōűĿɧexperience 
ōűɧƠƣōǛ÷ƷģɧĔ÷űšōűĿɧ÷űĜɧĜģģƠɓ rooted 
partnerships with leading private banks, 
investment houses, lenders and trusted 
÷ĜǛōƫżƣǢɧǴƣůƫȼ

ãģɧ÷ōůɧƷżɧģűƫƿƣģɧƷňģɧƠģƣľģĕƷɧĔ÷ť÷űĕģɧof 
independence, service, value and 
accessibility, and we do this by adopting 
Ʒňģɧ.�uɧůżĜģťȽɧǜňģƣģɧ÷ĿƣģģůģűƷƫɧ÷ƣģɧ 
set up between you, the custodian  
bank/financial institution and GSB Private.
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The Private Team Long-standing experience 

private

private banking ƠƣōǛ÷ƷģɧǴű÷űĕģ ƠƣōǛ÷Ʒģɧżǲĕģ

GSB Private consists of three subdivisions: §ƣōǛ÷Ʒģɧ�÷űšōűĿȽɧ§ƣōǛ÷ƷģɧHōű÷űĕģȽɧ÷űĜɧ§ƣōǛ÷Ʒģɧ�ǲĕģȽɧ
ƠƣżǛōĜōűĿɧƫżťƿƷōżűƫɧľżƣɧQwãɧ÷űĜɧÆQwãɧōűĜōǛōĜƿ÷ťƫȽɧľ÷ůōťōģƫȽɧĕżůƠ÷űōģƫɧ÷űĜɧƫƷƣƿĕƷƿƣģƫȼɧ

GSB Private
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The EAM Model

We work with you & for you
Through a tri-partite agreement model between 
the client, GSB and our partner custodians, GSB 
Private is granted a Limited Power of Attorney, 
which authorises us to advise on assets held in 
our partners’ custody. These agreements can be 
Ʒ÷ōťżƣģĜɧƷżɧƷňģɧĕťōģűƷɝƫɧōűĜōǛōĜƿ÷ťɧƣģƢƿōƣģůģűƷƫȽɧ
granting GSB as little or as much authority as the 
client wishes.

Demanding the best
kģǛģƣ÷ĿōűĿɧżƿƣɧƫĕ÷ťģɧ÷űĜɧƠƣżľģƫƫōżű÷ťɧģǡƠģƣōģűĕģȽɧ
we negotiate fee structures and discounts with our 
custodian partners and pass these on to our clients. 
By working with multiple custodians, our partners 
recognise the need to perform for our clients, and 
with GSB facing the custodian on behalf of our 
clients, we ensure they receive a solution and service 
that is best-in-class at all times

Everyone held to account
The agreements set up between the client, GSB and 
our custodian partners ensures that both GSB and 
our partners are always being held to the highest 
standards. If a custodian underperforms, GSB can 
ňģťƠɧǴűĜɧ÷ɧĔģƷƷģƣɓƫƿōƷģĜɧƠ÷ƣƷűģƣȼɧ²ōůōť÷ƣťǢȽɧōľɧI²�ɧ
underperforms, the client can remove us as advisors 
and remain a direct client of the custodian.

I²�ɧ§ƣōǛ÷ƷģɧżƠģƣ÷Ʒģƫɧ÷ƫɧ÷űɧ.ǡƷģƣű÷ťɧ�ƫƫģƷɧu÷ű÷Ŀģƣɧɍ.�uɎȽɧƠƣżǛōĜōűĿɧƷňģɧƠģƣľģĕƷɧĔ÷ť÷űĕģɧżľɧ
independence, service, value and accessibility. Alongside our clients, we work closely with custodian 
partners who are best optimised to deliver success that is in line with the client’s service needs, risk 
tolerance, and jurisdictional preferences. This allows us to cherry-pick the best-in-class solutions, 
whilst remaining our client’s sole and trusted point of contact.



.÷ĕňɧƠ÷ƣƷűģƣɧĔƣōűĿƫɧƷżɧI²�ɧƷňģōƣɧƿűōƢƿģɧƫƷƣģűĿƷňƫȽɧ
and GSB utilises these strengths to put in place 
÷ɧĕżůƠƣģňģűƫōǛģɧǴű÷űĕō÷ťɧżǱģƣōűĿɧĜģƫōĿűģĜɧƷżɧ
meet your every need.

These include:

�-3%/2!�<��ǖ3%/2!���-)'-#

Our hands-on approach ensures a highly 
Ơģƣƫżű÷ťōƫģĜɧģǡƠģƣōģűĕģɧǜňģűɧżƠģűōűĿɧ÷űɧ÷ĕĕżƿűƷɧ
÷űĜɧĕżůƠťģƷōűĿɧƷňģɧƣģƢƿōƣģĜɧƠ÷Ơģƣǜżƣšȼɧãģɧ
ƿűĜģƣƫƷ÷űĜɧƷňōƫɧǛ÷ťƿģɧōűɧůżƣģɧĕżůƠťģǡɧ÷ĕĕżƿűƷɧ
openings and have deep knowledge of compliance 
÷űĜɧƷňģɧhé�ɧƠƣżĕģƫƫȼɧI²�ɧ§ƣōǛ÷ƷģɧōƫɧģűƷōƣģťǢɧ
ƿűƣģƫƷƣōĕƷģĜɧōűɧżƿƣɧĔżżšōűĿɧ÷ĔōťōƷǢɧ÷ĕƣżƫƫɧĜōǱģƣģűƷɧ
jurisdictions to suit any client’s needs.

Multi-currency accounts and Foreign Exchange 

ãģɧĕ÷űɧňģťƠɧģƫƷ÷ĔťōƫňɧǛ÷ƣōżƿƫɧůƿťƷōɓĕƿƣƣģűĕǢɧ
accounts and assist with the seamless transmission 
of funds between your accounts or elsewhere, 
giving you direct access to our dedicated Foreign 
.ǡĕň÷űĿģɧƫģƣǛōĕģȽɧɜHèɧ¿ƣ÷ĜōűĿɧɕɧ�ƣżƿĿňƷɧƷżɧǢżƿɧĔǢɧ
I²�ɝȼɧãģɧƫżƿƣĕģɧǢżƿɧů÷ƣšģƷɓťģ÷ĜōűĿɧƣ÷ƷģƫȽɧǜňģƷňģƣɧ
you are looking for spot trading or forward and 
hedging strategies, ensuring all aspects of your 
HżƣģōĿűɧ.ǡĕň÷űĿģɧűģģĜƫɧ÷ƣģɧůģƷȼ

Cash Management and Liquidity Solutions

Our dedicated team helps establish and analyse 
ĕ÷ƫňɧǵżǜɧľżƣģĕ÷ƫƷƫȽɧģűƫƿƣōűĿɧǢżƿɧ÷ƣģɧżűɧƷƣ÷ĕšɧƷżɧ
ůģģƷɧǢżƿƣɧǴű÷űĕō÷ťɧżĔŞģĕƷōǛģƫȼɧHżƣɧƫňżƣƷģƣɓƷģƣůɧ
ťōƢƿōĜōƷǢɧűģģĜƫȽɧǜģɧƿƷōťōƫģɧżƿƣɧƣģť÷ƷōżűƫňōƠƫɧǜōƷňɧżƿƣɧ
Private Banking partners to access market-leading 
ǴǡģĜɓƷģƣůɧ÷űĜɧHōĜƿĕō÷ƣǢɧĜģƠżƫōƷɧƣ÷ƷģƫȽɧģűƫƿƣōűĿɧƷňģɧ
ů÷ǡōůƿůɧƣģƷƿƣűɧōƫɧżĔƷ÷ōűģĜɧżűɧǢżƿƣɧĕ÷ƫňɧƣģƫģƣǛģƫȼɧ

Discretionary and Advisory  
Investment Management Services 

�ƿƣɧVűǛģƫƷůģűƷɧu÷ű÷ĿģůģűƷɧƫģƣǛōĕģƫɧ÷ƣģɧ
broad-ranging, all-encompassing, and we pride 
ourselves on the selection of options and 
ƫżťƿƷōżűƫɧǜģɧĕ÷űɧżǱģƣȼɧãģɧƿƷōťōƫģɧżƿƣɧ§ƣōǛ÷Ʒģɧ
Banking relationships to access discretionary, 

÷ĜǛōƫżƣǢɧ÷űĜɧģǡģĕƿƷōżűɓżűťǢɧƫģƣǛōĕģƫȽɧůģ÷űōűĿɧ
you can dictate your level of control and 
ōűǵƿģűĕģɧōűɧů÷šōűĿɧǢżƿƣɧōűǛģƫƷůģűƷɧĜģĕōƫōżűƫȼ

Trading and Platforms

ãģɧň÷ǛģɧģƫƷ÷ĔťōƫňģĜɧƣģť÷ƷōżűƫňōƠƫɧǜōƷňɧĔƣżšģƣƫɧ
around the globe, including large investment 
banks and niche regional players. 

Access to a vast network of traders and 
participants allows us to trade orders of any size 
without impacting the market.

Advantages of an EAM

In addition to the breadth of propositions GSB 
Private can access across the selected partners, 
Ʒňģɧ.�uɧůżĜģťɧĔƣōűĿƫɧľƿƣƷňģƣɧĔģűģǴƷƫɧƷżɧǢżƿȾ

Independence

éżƿƣɧĜģĜōĕ÷ƷģĜɧªģť÷ƷōżűƫňōƠɧu÷ű÷Ŀģƣɧ÷ƷɧI²�ɧ
works directly for you and is agnostic as to which 
bank is used as your banking partner. It’s this 
ōűĜģƠģűĜģűĕģɧƷň÷ƷɧƣģĜƿĕģƫɧĕżűǵōĕƷƫɧżľɧōűƷģƣģƫƷɧ
and ensures that our top priorities always remain, 
ǴƣƫƷɧ÷űĜɧľżƣģůżƫƷȽɧĕģűƷƣģĜɧ÷ƣżƿűĜɧǢżƿɧ÷ƫɧżƿƣɧ
client. 

Accessibility

GSB can help you access certain services and 
propositions that you typically may not have 
access to directly, and we are often able to 
do so while also securing discounted fees and 
preferential rates from these Private Banks and 
VűǛģƫƷůģűƷɧQżƿƫģƫȽɧƣģƫƿťƷōűĿɧōűɧťżǜģƣɧĕżƫƷƫɧ÷űĜɧ
ůżƣģɧģǲĕōģűƷɧƫżťƿƷōżűƫɧľżƣɧǢżƿȼ

Enduring

Our model provides you with a singular point 
of contact without the constant carousel of 
ĕň÷űĿōűĿɧ÷ĜǛōƫżƣƫȼɧãģɧƠƣżǛōĜģɧƷňģɧňƿĔɧƷżɧĕżťť÷Ʒģɧ
÷ťťɧƢƿ÷ƣƷģƣťǢɧƣģƠżƣƷōűĿɧ÷űĜɧƷňģɧĕň÷űűģťɧƷňƣżƿĿňɧ
which all your banking relationships are managed.

GSB Private Banking
GSB is your Independent Private Banker, and through our EAM relationships, we have brought together a 
carefully selected panel of Private Banks and Investment Houses, from which we are able to cherry-pick their 
�!35^'-^�*�33�3!27'�!3��- �02/ 6�53�5/�02/7' !�:/6C�/62��*'!-5C�8'5%�/6535�- '-#��- ��!30/)!�Ǘ-�-�'�*�3/*65'/-3B
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“Each partner brings to GSB 
their unique strengths, and 

GSB utilises these strengths 
to put in place outstanding 

solutions for you. ”
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GSB Private Finance
At GSB Private Finance, we are experts in sourcing, arranging and advising clients on all 
�30!�53�/"�5%!'2�"'-�-�'-#�-!! 3B�

QżǜģǛģƣȽɧǜň÷ƷɧƫģƷƫɧƿƫɧ÷Ơ÷ƣƷɧľƣżůɧżƿƣɧƠģģƣƫɧōƫɧ
our team’s private banking and specialist lending 
ģǡƠģƣōģűĕģȼɧ�ƿƣɧƷģ÷ůɧň÷Ǜģɧ÷ťťɧǜżƣšģĜɧǜōƷňōűɧ
private banks and lenders, bringing  
ǴƣƫƷɓň÷űĜɧģǡƠģƣōģűĕģɧżľɧƷňģɧĔżƣƣżǜōűĿɧƠƣżĕģƫƫɧ
and ever-changing landscape. 

ãģɧƿűĜģƣƫƷ÷űĜɧťģűĜōűĿȽɧĔƿƷɧůżƣģɧōůƠżƣƷ÷űƷťǢȽɧżƿƣɧ
team understands how banks and lenders (and 
their respective credit risk teams) assess and 
evaluate applications. Therefore, we specialise in 
sourcing the best and most appropriate deal in 
the market and ensuring we are positioning and 
articulating these applications accordingly to give 

ƷňģůɧƷňģɧĔģƫƷɧĕň÷űĕģɧżľɧĔģōűĿɧ÷ƠƠƣżǛģĜɧƢƿōĕšťǢɧ
and without issue.

Lending Partners

GSB Private Finance is a whole-of-market debt 
advisory and broking service with access to 
hundreds of high street banks, private banks and 
specialist lenders via our Dubai Financial Services 
�ƿƷňżƣōƷǢɧɍÆ�.ɎɧżƣɧHōű÷űĕō÷ťɧ�żűĜƿĕƷɧ�ƿƷňżƣōƷǢɧ
ɍÆhɎɧťōĕģűƫģȼɧVűɧ÷ĜĜōƷōżűȽɧżƿƣɧģǡƷģƣű÷ťɧ÷ƫƫģƷɧ
management relationships with certain private 
banks will often mean we can access terms and 
pricing clients may need help to obtain direct.
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“What sets us apart 
from our peers is our 
team’s private banking 
and specialist lending 
experience.”



Dedicated to providing you and your family with 
comprehensive and bespoke solutions that are 
crafted to meet your most complex financial 
needs, our Private Office team will ensure you are 
consistently receiving the highest levels of 
advice and service required to meet your 
objectives.

Leveraging our team's years of industry 
experience, expertise and connections, we are 
able to provide our clients with access to a range 
of alternative investments, in addition to the 
detailed guidance necessary to best capitalise 
on these opportunities. Recognising the 
challenges posed by complex wealth structures 
and multi-jurisdictional lifestyles, we ensure that 
our clients have all the support necessary to 
establish robust and prudent financial structures.

In addition to quality and often complex advice, 
the foundation of our Private Office team is 
exceptional client service. By looking after more 
than just your finances, we always endeavour to 
deliver the best return from your most valuable 
asset, your time.

Alternative investments are compelling for high-
net-worth investors seeking to diversify their 
portfolios beyond traditional asset classes. They 
offer unique opportunities to generate potentially 
higher returns uncorrelated to the public markets. 

With exclusive access and expertise, our Private 
Office team can guide you through the dynamic 
world of alternative investments, helping you 
identify the right opportunities that align with your 
financial goals and risk tolerance.

Investors can explore various alternatives with 
GSB, including:

Private Markets

We specialise in tailored investment solutions for 
clients looking to navigate the complexities and 
opportunities of the Private Equity and Venture 
Capital markets. Our network, in addition to our 
in-house Capital Market team, ensures client’s 
get access to exclusive deal flow that can 
maximise returns in this specialist domain. 

Real Estate

We understand the importance real estate plays 
in a diversified portfolio, and our team can help 
you acquire, manage and exit global residential 
and commercial real estate assets. Our in-house, 
whole of market debt and finance brokerage, GSB 
Private Finance, can also assist with any financing 
needs if required. 

Pre-IPO Deal flow

Our deep network of partners allows us access to 
pre-IPO deal flow opportunities before companies 
go public. As well as facilitating access, we work 
closely with clients to form strategies aimed at 
maximise holdings as held companies transition 
to the public markets. 

Physical Assets

For clients interested in investing in physical 
assets such as commodities, rare wines, whiskey 
and art, our specialist advisory services enable 
them to build and manage valuable portfolios, 
while ensuring their assets have the best 
opportunity to appreciate in value over time.

The GSB Private Office team provides access to an array of specialised services 
designed to cater to the bespoke needs and requirements of our UHNW Clients 
and Family Offices.
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“We work with individuals, 
'-35'565'/-3��- �"�+'*:�/Ǚ�!3�
to create detailed solutions 
to their private banking and 
wealth planning needs. ”
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Our Partners
At GSB Private, we take pride in our commitment to 
02/7' '-#�5/0^5'!2�"'-�-�'�*�3!27'�!3�5/�/62��*'!-53B�

�ģűƷƣ÷ťɧƷżɧżƿƣɧƫƿĕĕģƫƫɧōƫɧżƿƣɧģǡƷģűƫōǛģɧ
network of partners, comprising the 
best banks and providers in the industry. 
¿ňģƫģɧƠ÷ƣƷűģƣƫňōƠƫɧ÷ťťżǜɧƿƫɧƷżɧżǱģƣɧżƿƣɧ
ĕťōģűƷƫɧ÷ɧĕżůƠƣģňģűƫōǛģɧƣ÷űĿģɧżľɧǴű÷űĕō÷ťɧ
ƫżťƿƷōżűƫȽɧģűƫƿƣōűĿɧƷň÷ƷɧƷňģōƣɧƿűōƢƿģɧűģģĜƫɧ
÷ƣģɧůģƷɧǜōƷňɧƠƣģĕōƫōżűɧ÷űĜɧģǡƠģƣƷōƫģȼɧ
Collaborating with industry leaders not 
only strengthens our capabilities but 
also enables us to stay at the forefront 
of innovation, consistently delivering 
value and trust to our valued clients. Our 
dedication to forging and maintaining 
ƷňģƫģɧƠ÷ƣƷűģƣƫňōƠƫɧƣģǵģĕƷƫɧżƿƣɧƿűǜ÷ǛģƣōűĿɧ
ĕżůůōƷůģűƷɧƷżɧģǡĕģťťģűĕģɧōűɧƷňģɧǴű÷űĕō÷ťɧ
services landscape.

Our Black Book

ãňģƣģɧżƿƣɧģǡƠģƣƷōƫģɧōƫɧűżƷɧōűɓňżƿƫģȽɧ
we have a strong network of service 
providers to cater to our clients’ other 
financial and non-financial needs. These 
ōűĕťƿĜģƫȾ

�ɧɧ¿÷ǡɧ÷űĜɧƫƷƣƿĕƷƿƣōűĿ
�  Trust & foundation creation
�  Global property purchases
�  Property management
�   Property architecture, design

& fit-out
�ɧɧªģťżĕ÷Ʒōżű
�  Company formation
�  Private concierge
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“Central to our success 
is our extensive 
network of partners, 
comprising the best 
banks and providers in 
the industry. ”



GSB is a pending trademark of GSB Capital that is registered with the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC), license no. CL4377, and is regulated 
ĔǢɧƷňģɧ&ƿĔ÷ōɧHōű÷űĕō÷ťɧ²ģƣǛōĕģƫɧ�ƿƷňżƣōƷǢɧɍ&H²�ɎɧƿűĜģƣɧťōĕģűƫģɧűżȼɧHǸǸȄǾǼǺȼɧ¿ňģɧƣģĿōƫƷģƣģĜɧ÷ĜĜƣģƫƫɧōƫɧ�ǲĕģɧȊǸǺȽɧHťżżƣɧȊȽɧãģƫƷɧãōűĿȽɧ¿ňģɧI÷ƷģȽɧ&ƿĔ÷ōɧ 
VűƷģƣű÷Ʒōżű÷ťɧHōű÷űĕō÷ťɧ�ģűƷƣģȽɧ§�ɧ��èɧȊǾȈȂȀǼȽɧ&ƿĔ÷ōȽɧÆ�.ȼɧVűɧƣģƫƠģĕƷɧżľɧƷňżƫģɧ÷ĕƷōǛōƷōģƫɧI²�ɧƠģƣľżƣůƫɧōűɧżƣɧľƣżůɧƷňģɧ&VH�ȽɧƷňģɧť÷ǜɧ÷ƠƠťōĕ÷ĔťģɧƷżɧƷňģƫģɧ 
activities is that of the DIFC.

I²�ɧ�÷ƠōƷ÷ťɧk¿&ɧōƫɧĜōƣģĕƷťǢɧ÷ƿƷňżƣōƫģĜɧ÷űĜɧƣģĿƿť÷ƷģĜɧĔǢɧƷňģɧHōű÷űĕō÷ťɧ�żűĜƿĕƷɧ�ƿƷňżƣōƷǢɧƿűĜģƣɧťōĕģűĕģɧȊȆǺȆȆȀȼɧéżƿɧĕ÷űɧĕňģĕšɧżƿƣɧĜģƷ÷ōťƫɧżűɧƷňģɧƠƿĔťōĕɧ 
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